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July for the Abbott family involves lots of gatherings
and even more time on the water. At the time of this writing,
family gatherings are still infrequent and finding time to get on
the water has been a challenge. But we are seeing
improvements in the health of the Commonwealth of Virginia
and perhaps the world will slow down enough for family
boating.
For me, July is the best month of summer. It is the
mid-point when you feel like there is still a lot of summer ahead
and the 4th of July is always a special day that we look forward
to celebrating. When I was a child, the 4th of July was an allday event. My father owned a crab house on Carter’s Creek
and it was the only day of the year that I remember a giant
galvanized tub full of ice and beer being on the docks. Dad had
about a dozen watermen that sold crabs to him and when they
got to the dock with their harvest, there seemed to be a little
more excitement in the air. I remember the laughter and joking
among those men who were “giants” to me.
And then there was the crab steam at home, in the
afternoon. Dad brought home a basket of crabs. We would sit
at the picnic table in our back yard and eat until we were full.
Since then, I have never had a Coca-Cola that tasted so good or
a Nabisco Saltine so fresh!
(continued on page 2)

JULY CALENDAR:
Sunday service (currently drive up) * at 10:00 a.m.
Facebook Live Bible Study * on Thursdays at 7:00 p.m.
July 4th
*Subject to change

Independence Day

“I am a Soldier for Life, a Patriot and a Proud Veteran”
My introduction to Islam began in the early 1980’s
while I was deployed to the Sinai Peninsula as a peacekeeper
with the Multinational Force and Observers better known as
the “MFO”. While assigned there, I got many opportunities
to travel both in Egypt and Israel where I experienced the
local cultural and local entertainment to included visiting
most historical biblical sites. My duties were primarily as a
bomb disposal technician and a linguistic specialist. In my
case Spanish was strictly necessary since we had personnel
from Columbia and Uruguay as part of the mission.
It wasn’t until 1990 when the horns of war sounded,
we were called upon to deploy to the Middle East. I was one
of the first teams to the region as we prepared for war with
Iraq after they invaded Kuwait. It was different now; I was
deployed in Saudi Arabia, a very conservative Islamic
country, which prohibited us from moving about while we
awaited the moment a war. My unit remained in Riyadh Saudi
Arabia camped out in what was called cement city. From
there we could hear the calls of prayer five times a day and
the solitude of a place hugely different than that of my
previous experience in the Middle East. It was a very long
eight months, which took me and my men through the deserts
of Saudi Arabia Iraq and finally Kuwait. As a Christian, we
did not get much time to celebrate our faith out in the open as
we were forbidden from wearing or displaying any jewelry or
any other ornament of religious nature. We were always at
odds with this rule. However, rules are rules and we did not
want to offend our host government. There was one thing that
we learned early on, not to embarrass or anyway challenge
their religions or beliefs.
(continued on page 3)

INDEPENDENCE DAY
Americans know that July 4th marks the date of the nation’s independence
from Great Britain. What they may not know or remember from school is
that the Continental Congress declared independence two days prior to
voting to accept Richard Henry Lee’s Resolution for Independence. In fact,
Lee had presented the resolution to Congress a month prior, and it was then
that the committee was established to draft the Declaration of
Independence.
The push for independence marked a turning point in American history.
While it was not the first-time people in the Americas had fought for
freedom from European power, as the Pueblo Revolt a century earlier had
some success against the Spanish, the movement in 1776 would certainly
shake up the Western World.
Thomas Jefferson is often given credit for the Declaration of Independence,
but he took many ideas from John Locke, an Enlightenment philosopher
from England. (you might say we used their ideas against them) Jefferson’s
draft of the Declaration would explain grievances against George III and
lay the groundwork for the band of colonies to logically and legally separate
from their imperial oppressor.
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There is a myth that King George wrote in his diary on July 4, 1776, that “nothing of importance happened today” but
that is not true. Given communication at the time, he wouldn’t have known about the Declaration of Independence for a
while, as news would have to cross the ocean. From what I understand that myth was spread to show how clueless he
was about what was going on in the colonies.
The cry for independence throughout the colonies was not unanimous. Despite loyalist objections, proud patriots put
their lives on the line to fight for the concept outlined within the Declaration, including “life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness”. The success of the American Revolution and the document that ignited it, stand in history as a beacon of
progress in the West, and it would inspire additional revolutions for freedom from tyranny, such as in France in 1789 and
Haiti in 1791. Independence showed that Americans can achieve anything, from putting a man on the moon to becoming
the world’s superpower, if they are willing to work for it, and in doing so, the nation serves as a role model to the world.
Fun fact: We have been celebrating the 4th of July with fireworks since 1777 (the first anniversary). Congress specifically
made it legal to use fireworks so we
could celebrate.
Pastor’s Corner
(continued from page 1)
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The highlight was the evening fireworks on Carter’s Creek. Our family
Professor of History
and many friends and relatives would pile onto my father’s workboat and we
Rappahannock Community College
would anchor in the middle of the creek for the big event. It was a time in my life
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that is imprinted on my soul. It was a happy and carefree time. It was a time
when everything in the world was exactly as it should be. But alas, times change,
most of those people on Dad’s boat for the fireworks have crossed the bar, but the
memory of family and friends has not faded in the least. It is those memories that
make me look forward to the 4th of July with the anticipation of the little boy from
long ago. I doubt that I have been able to make those kinds of memories for my
children, simply because that place no longer exists, but I try!
My prayer for you during this two thousand and twentieth July is that you
make happy memories that will stay with you for the rest of your life. Take this
time to reflect on the men and women in your life that made a positive impact and
smile at your memories. For many of us, memories are all we have of the “giants”
in our lives. And that’s okay, because I believe it is always 4th of July in heaven!
God bless you!

My Personal Experience

(continued from page 1)

After the war, I returned to United States and taught students the
art of bomb disposal. There again I paired up with students from the
Middle East mostly from Islamic countries allies to the U.S. Since I was
accustomed to working with middle eastern military personnel, I was
always assigned to be their Proctor. My time at the school soon made me
realize that I was eager to return to operational status. I applied for a
special assignment and to my disbelief I was offered a job working with a
special unit responsible for the security of the Crown Prince of Saudi. The
Crown Prince security included a bomb disposal team that provided
security detail to him and his staff. Since it was a new challenge and I
would be given special assignment status, my wife would be able to go with
me. I jumped at the opportunity and accepted the assignment.
After months of preparation and training in September 1994 my
wife and I packed everything we had, put in storage ship the minimal items
that we were allowed to bring and off to Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. In my mind
I knew that this was going to be a tough one for both of us. My wife Emma,
has been Catholic her whole life as we say in Puerto Rico “down to the
bone”. I, on the other hand, have always bounced around my religious
beliefs and studied several denominations. Of course, I come from a
Catholic background, but I became interested in the Jehovah witness
religion. It did not take me long to figure out that I could not follow
through their beliefs, so I drifted out and continue my claim as a Catholic
believer.
It was not long after our arrival to Riyadh that we realized how
difficult it was going to be for my wife and myself. She was no longer free
to express her religious belief and had to hide behind a burqa every time
we left the house. We lived in a Palms Compound (Western Paradise) a
community designated by the US Embassy for US personnel assigned to the
mission. It was like a little paradise. We could do all the things Americans
do in the U.S. We lived in a bubble with no windows to the outside. The
compound had a two-story cement high wall that keeps us from seeing
outside. When we got in our car and opened the gate to the compound to
go outside it was a different world. Have you ever felt like everyone is
looking at you? Imagine yourself being in a cage. We were strangers in a
strange land. The men were allowed to wear western clothes. The females
all had to wear burqa, which is a black robe that covers you from head to
toe and means that your faith has to be covered. In some cases, the
ultraconservative men had their spouses even wear gloves. Most Western
women were there supporting their spouses. In my case, it was preferred
that I bring my spouse and children. In my case, my daughter was in
college and my son, as senior in high school, so he remained with family.
For the spouses in Riyadh shopping was a form of distraction, they enjoyed
what the locals have to offer. Which in turn was a lot of gold sooks and
Persian rugs. Those outings did not come without a price someone had to
be with them (women) and that person had to be the husband not a friend
or security guard. It was strictly forbidden for woman to be outside by
herself without an escort. My wife never ventured out without me present
unless she was in a diplomatic plated vehicle.
Shortly after our arrival, our faith was put to the test in the worst
way possible. A group of terrorists guided by Osama Bin Laden took
advantage of our host government’s weak security and place a truckload of
explosives…
(continued on page 5)

Meet the member:
On December 19, 1932, Margaret Pitman
Welch was born in the house that she still
resides in today. Margaret was brought up in a
strong Christian family and instilled upon her
own family her love of the Lord. She has
attended Morattico Baptist Church since she
was young and raised her own family in this
church as well. Being involved in the church
was always easy for her. She housed summer
missionaries from the VA Baptist Student
Union and was the church treasurer for many
years. In addition, she participated in the Social
Committee, preparing food for church functions
or families in need. She spent many Saturday
evenings preparing the communion bread or
making her famous sausage balls or mac and
cheese for luncheons. Margaret faithfully
participated in Bible study groups during the
week to strengthen her knowledge of the Bible.
Taking her grandchildren to church for Sunday
School and Christmas programs brought her
much joy! And in pure Baptist form, she would
always sit in the same pew – middle section
midway back.
Outside of church, Margaret was no stranger to
helping out and being an active member of her
community. She and her late husband, Luther,
started the Northern Neck Farm Museum in
Heathsville to share with others the importance
of farming and agriculture in our area. Having
both been born into farming families and
learning to live off the land, they felt passionate
about appreciating what the land has to offer.
Margaret was also involved with our local Farm
Bureau and helped with their annual picnics and
silent auctions.
Though Margaret may not be able to get out
and help others as she did in the past, she still
greets you with a smile and continues to listen
to and enjoy hearing church hymns, especially
Amazing Grace.
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FAMILY HIGHLIGHTS




Danielle Thompson (Ron and Linda Herring’s granddaughter) graduated from Northumberland High
School (a year early) and plans to continue her education in nursing
Madison Clarke (Ron and Linda Herring’s granddaughter) made the Dean’s list at Christopher
Newport University as a freshman; but because of her Governor’s School credits during high school,
this fall she will be a Junior
Paige Pittman (Kathy and Timmy Pittman’s daughter) graduated from RCC with a degree in Nursing
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How will we use our freedom?

newsletter is owned and operated by
YOU. We want your input. If you
have ideas, suggestions, comments,
articles or photos, submit them to:

moratticobaptist@outlook.com or
call Kathy Pittman at (804) 761-2441.
Each month the newsletter will have a
theme. The theme for the following
month will be noted in each newsletter
to give you time to prepare a
submission if you wish.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS:
10TH OF EACH MONTH

Theme for August:
Meet the Pastor

In 2000, Cornealious Anderson was sentenced to 13 years for
robbery. The 23-year-old was released on bail and told to await
orders to show up to prison. But due to a clerical error, those
orders never came. Some people might have taken advantage of
such freedom and committed more crimes. But Anderson started a
business, coached youth football and volunteered at church,
earning respect in his community.
Thirteen years later, when Missouri officials discovered the error
and put Anderson behind bars, an online petition called for his
release. A judge agreed that Anderson was a changed man and,
again, he was freed.
What would you do with such undeserved freedom? What do we do
with the unmerited freedom God grants us despite our sin, and
with the freedoms we celebrate on July 4? May we follow
Anderson’s example and use our freedoms — social and spiritual —
to serve others.
—adapted from Homiletics

1 Timothy 2:6 New Living Translation (NLT)
6

He gave his life to purchase freedom for everyone.

Psalm 119:45 New Living Translation (NLT)
45

I will walk in freedom,
for I have devoted myself to your commandments.
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…in parking spaces on the side of the three-story building we occupied. I was sitting in my office at my desk when the bomb
went off. I was used to being around explosive blasts but surely not one in which I was part of the target. I was declared killed
in action. My colleague, who was also severely injured however, heard my cry for help and was able to snake his way through
the rubble, find me and pull me out from under the debris. My body was mangled. In the chaos, rescue managed to get my
body back to the entrance of the building and taken to a local hospital. I did not think I would pass this point, in the hands of
strangers who spoke a foreign language and who knows what medical skills. Little did I know, the hand of God was upon my
shoulder and my heartbeat with life, even though I remember nothing until the next day. I remember pleading for life. It was a
dark somber lifeless darkest moment of my life. All I can think of was my wife alone in Riyadh and my daughter and son who
had remained in the United States while they finished school. I could not imagine being there for them or not seeing them again.
I pleaded with God to let me live. I am so thankful for his blessing for he heard my cry might plead to continue living. I do not
remember offering anything in exchange for my life, I always thought that was selfish. Instead, I always make it a point to give
whenever I can and be thankful for this life.
While I remained in Saudi it was difficult. As Westerners or infidels, we were not always welcome. From a Christian
standpoint, we felt imprisoned never able to express ourselves. Always on the lookout for any situation which may bring
about an embarrassing situation for our host. Mutawa Police were trouble, these special police which carries no weapons
just a simple stick has the power of Islam and by virtue of their status they can put you in jail based on their accessions. So,
we always avoided.
If I had to express my dissatisfaction with my experience in the Middle East, it was that of dealing with the religious
aspect of Islam. It was not so much with the average citizens who are practicing Islam however when you live in an Islamic
country for all practical purposes everybody’s practices are either forced on you or you practice it because this is all you
know all your life. In my opinion, you can find yourself wrapped in so many rules that sometimes you feel your Arab friends
are imprisoned by religion. But on the other hand, for those true believers, they get up with prayer, spend the day in prayer.
Later you have prayer time, to stop what you’re doing and go to your prayer even if you’re working or established in fighting
a war - cease-fire and pray.
We were quite busy socializing with other families, making the best of what we had. We had our religious services,
but we had to meet in designated locations, initially the hand ball court at our gym which was a secure location away from
prying eyes, as it had no windows nor was accessed by any locals. For us, having any kind of religious activity meant we
have to play “cloak and dagger” games with Mutawa police. Conducting any kind of religious celebration was strictly
forbidden. Our agreement with host government was that we would not conduct, participate, or promote any kind of religious
activity that was not Islamic in nature. The Department of Defense was kind enough to have a chaplain assigned to military
forces that was deployed in the area. So, whenever he was available, he would visit us and provide religious services.
I want to give thanks and remembrance to a special friend and colleague, SFC David K. Warrell and all of the victims
of the bombing.
------------------------------NOTE: Hector was left with numerous physical impairments from the explosion. One of which is sight impairment, therefore
his article was prepared using voice to text. I took editor liberty to clean up things that were incorrect that changed the
meaning, however, tried to leave it as original as possible so you could hear the passion in his article.

